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ESTERLINE’S WORLD-LEADING COCKPIT SOLUTIONS FEATURED AT NBAA 2016  

Fast-track version of popular Korry switch and Korry Utility Control System 
touchscreen display at NBAA-BACE, Orlando, Nov. 1 - 3, booth 3619 

EVERETT, Wash., October 31, 2016 — Esterline’s Korry Electronics, the industry leader in 

cockpit lighting solutions, will be showcasing its world-leading Korry 5/8-inch switches and its 

UCS touchscreen overhead display panel at NBAA-BACE this year. 

  

The Korry 5/8-inch switch is the most popular of its kind, integrated into the majority of 

business aircraft flying today. Leading the way in cockpit lighting, the Korry dimmable LED-

illuminated switch was introduced more than fifteen years ago, offering increased readability 

in varying light conditions. 

 

New this year, many popular configurations of the Korry switch are now produced in just 

three days, at record low prices. With three-day turnaround now available, Korry switches 

once again set the industry standard for reliable, innovative cockpit solutions for the 

business aviation marketplace.  

 

The Korry UCS touchscreen display offers a 75 percent reduction in separate display and 

switching components, and is currently flying on Gulfstream G500 and G600 long-range 

business jets. The display technology increases ease of use for the crew, with control panel 

functions more easily changed by updating software rather than hardware. The displays 

have an anti-fingerprint surface to ensure they remain readable, and the glass screen is 

designed for life-of-the-aircraft durability. In addition, the UCS touchscreen display has built-

in triple-redundancy features to minimize the potential for failure. It is among several of 

Esterline’s innovative touchscreen technologies on display at NBAA-BACE, booth 3619. 
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Esterline Control & Communication Systems  

(www.esterline.com/controlandcommunication) designs and produces leading technology 

control and communication components and subsystems for today’s advanced 

requirements, focusing on delivering high-reliability human-machine interface (HMI) solutions 

to its customers across the globe. It is a wholly owned subsidiary of Esterline Corporation 

(NYSE: ESL), an international specialized aerospace and defense company headquartered 

in Bellevue, Wash., that employs about 13,000 people worldwide.  
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